
Scene 1 (Before play starts) 

Set up scene 1  

Lab table set up with hot colored water  

Dry Ice in bowl with tongs near by on lab table  

Chair covers on white chairs behind curtain  

Porridge and bread ready to go on stage  

Coffee (with sugar premixed) & appetizers ready to go  

Porcelain pitcher needs water  

Weizman Daughter1 needs broom  

Weizmann Daughter 3 needs scrub brush  

Weizmann Daughter 2 needs washing  

British Officer Watson needs Bible for last scene  

Water Buckets filled by backdoor in costume room  

Towels ready by backdoor in costume room  

 

Scene 2 

Torah Box removed  

Chalkboard/easel removed  

Large table moved to centre stage  

TV dinner table moved to left corner of stage 

(for washing) 

 

Rustic Chair comes out  

High chair left end of table  

Bench moved behind table  

Table cloth & pitcher & towel  

Washstand from back stage to front left wall  

Wash bucket & floor bucket  

Food pot & bowls  

Butter Churn by far right wall  

**each actor removes their bowl of food 



Scene 3 

Highchair removed  

Pot & cutting board removed, table cloth  

Bench removed from stage  

Pitcher & basin  

Wash bucket & floor bucket  

Butter Churn  

Curtain opened  

Table moved backstage  

TV dinner table moved to prop room  

Curtain open  

Podium  

5 chairs  

Programs put on white covered chairs  

 

Scene 4 

BEHIND CURTAIN! Add dry ice to lab table  

Programs removed off of chairs  

Curtains opened  

4 Covered chairs backstage  

Podium away  

Lab Table brought out   

Move covered chair far left of stage  

  

 

 

 



Scene 5 

Hold curtain open  

Lab table back stage  

2 TV tables with coffee cups & newspaper  

5 covered chairs brought out  

TV dinner table in side room – very front  

Wash stand to far left side of stage against wall  

Serving Tray with coffee  

Serving Tray with  food   

Rug on floor in front of wash stand  

 

Scene 6   

TV dinner table (far left) removed  

TV dinner table (centre) removed w/cup  

TV dinner table (far right) goes back stage  

Food off of wash stand removed  

Washstand moved backstage  

Open curtains  

6 white chairs put backstage  

Rustic chair centre stage  

BEHIND CURTAIN – add ice & hazlenuts  

 

Scene 7 

Rustic Chair removed  

Curtains opened  

Lab table brought to centre stage with chestnut 

tray visible 

 



Scene 8   

Curtains opened  

Lab table removed  

Large wooden table brought out, magnifying 

glass 

 

Wash stand brought out  

Tea stuff & leaves  

Light & iron  

3 chairs  

BEHIND CURTAIN! Add ice to lab table  

 

Scene 9 

Removed Tea stuff  

Sheets, iron removed  

Light removed  

Washstand backstage  

2 chairs removed  

1 chair removed  

Curtains opened  

Large wooden table away & lab table out  

Bring tea table with cups from side room  

2  white chairs brought out  

 

 

 

 



 

Scene 10  

Remove Tea table  

Curtain open  

2 White chairs backstage  

Lab table away  

1 large wooden table centre stage  

1 Rustic chair  

Pots, peelers on table, one pot on floor  

Potatoes  

  

Scene 11  

Pots, potatoes, peeler  

Curtains open  

Large wooden table backstage  

Broom brought on, Rustic chair removed  

 

Scene 12  

Podium centre stage  

Washing tub removed  

 

*You may find it useful to highlight each stage hands name to easily find 

out who is doing which task for each stage hand.  

**The stage hand directions are written in the order to be done in.  


